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ON H -PROJECTIVE RECURRENT KÄHLER SPACES 

By Ram Hit 

1. Introduction 

A real 2n-dimensional space M 2n with a Riemannian metric gji is a Kähler space 

if there exis않 a mixed tensor Fj , which satisfies 

(1. 1) Fj i Fi h= -δjh， Fj f F2 S gts=gji’ 

Fj Fi ll=o, 

Fj being the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to RikeInm1n1a1nmm1nmrn1 

connexion { } formed with gji. Let us put 

(1. 2) F〉깐griF/ 
Then from (1. 1) and (1 .2) we have 

(1. 3) Fji= -Fij’ F1'=g't’Fr e= -FZ1. 

Let 짧 be the curvature tensor with respect to the Riemannian connexion { } 

and 진= 앞i be the Ricci 

(Yano. 1965) 

tensor. Then in a Kähler space the following hold 

(1.4) a) Hji= -H2j’ 

c) HksFSI = -R 7 

where 

R =Rr g 
kjih "kji 15rh’ 

b) Rks씬 s=H
kj’ 

d) Hkjpkj=-R. 

R=작z gji and 판=울Rijkh밤h. 

2. H-projective recurrent Kähler space 

h 
It is well known that H-projective curvature tensor P핸 may be considered 

as the tensor corresponding to projective curvature tensor W:jk • It can be easily 

proved that a projective recurrent Riemannian space is a recurrent space 

iff \7,R=A, R where A , is the vector of recurrence. Now. let us consider the 
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projective recurrent K늄hler space, that is, 
(2.1) W ijkh =A, W ijkh • 

We can therefore write (2. 1) as 
1 

(2.2) V'ß건kh+견강~1 [gjhV',Rik-gihV',Rj,;J 

=A시 R ijkh + 파란 {윈ih Rik-g싫} I 

Transvecting the above equation with F빼， we obtain 

(2.3) 까H히=AlHZj’ 

which gives 

(2.4) 

Consequently, we have 

(2.5) 

Thus we have 

V'，Rij=A，Rψ:. 

V',R ‘ =A .R. rLijkh -"""'l~"ijkh. 

THEOREM 2.1. A projec#ve recurrent Kähler space Z"S a recurrent space. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. A projectz"ve symηzetrz"c Kαhler sþace is 01 constant scalar 

curνature. 

AK갑hler space is caIIed H-projective recurrent (Mishra, 1970) if 

(2. 7) a) 

where λ， is the vector of recurrence and 랙Jk is the H-projective curvat따e tensor. 

From (2. 7) a) we have 

(2.7) b) V'，P셔kA =λ，P저kh’ 

where PzJkh=P실grh' Hence 

1 
(2.8) P서kh=Rψkh-검잖후1) [gil,Rjk -gjhRik-FihHjk+FjhHik+2FkhHijl. 

We can therefore write (2.7) b), as 
I 

(2.9) V'lijkh- 걷잖후1) . [gihV',R jk -gjhV'，R샘-진h V ,Hjk + Fjh V',Hik + 2Fkh V'，H젠] 

=Ã,I 싫 -값늙γ {gihRjk-와hRik-FihHjk+FjhHi성-2FkhHij} J-

Transvecting (2.9) with Fη we get 

(2.10) 2V'，Hkh-냥1 {2V',Hkh - V',RFkh} =Ã, 2Hkh -갚1 {2Hkh -RFkh} 1. 
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which gives V ,Rjk=À,Rjk iff VIR=À,R. Consequently, we have V,Rijkh=À,Rijkh' 

Therefore we have 

THEOREM 2.2. An H-γojectiνe recμrrent Kähler space Z"S a recurrent space z/f 

V,R=À,R. 

If 앙 is an analytic H-projective vector which is not affine, we have 

where 2 denotes the operator of Lie-derivative. By means of the welI-known 
formula 

(2.12) h _____ -"" _h .,....T _/1 ( h 
2V ，P~" - V ,2 P:‘,,=P:,,2\ ; .，~ kji Y ,"'; ~ kji~ kji~ 1I r 

• V. r V 

V". Z. 

ln view of (2.11) we find from (2.12) 

(f끽)PL -껴PLi P7+2Pl PLt+Pk PCz +씬 P$z +Pi f캡'j' 

+Ff PLi F7 S Ps -F;pr(Fg ffji+F; p$si+진 rp앓s)=O. 
Contracting with respect to h and 1, we get 

(2· 13) (f끽-2(n-1) P,) P와=0. 

If the recurrence vector Àp is Lie-invariant then P~ji pr=O. We have also from 

(2.11) , (2.12) and the fact that λp is Lie-invariant. 

(2.14) 0=PJjt ξ {lt} -캡js ξ {fz} -탤ti ? {ttj -P삶 ξ{r k}' 

SimpIifying the right hand side of the above equation, we obtain 

0= (P，Phkj씨(plpkjik) +2(prprjik) (Psf%jih) + (ρ，r Phjrs)(PtpjtS) 

where Pi is the associated vector of 감. Therefore we have ptjt 씨=0. Consequent

ly, we have 

THEOREM 2.4. 11 z"n an H-projectz"ve recurrent Kähler space an analytt"c H-pro
jective νector， which is not alline leaν'es the recurrence vector À" Lie-invariant, the1Z 

the space is 01 constant holomorphic sectional curvatμre. 

k In an H -projective recurrent K값ller space if v" is an affine vector then from 

(2.9) we have 2 À, P싫 =0. Thus if 2À,,,t:0, we 얄t ~ii=O. Thus we have 
U ’ U ‘ 

、
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THEOREM 2.5. If z'n an Hψrojectz"ve recurrent Kähler space an analytz"c H-pro

jec#ve vector whz'ch is affine and ,27 Àl~O， then the space is H-projectively flat. 
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